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Preface 
 

 
 
 Policy reforms are an integral and continuing feature of economic development.  In 
recent years, many countries have accelerated the pace of reforms due to a variety of causes 
that include adjustment to the debt crisis and recurrent external price shocks, exhaustion of 
central planning as an approach to accelerated economic growth, lessons derived from the 
successes achieved by other countries, transitions to democracy that make poverty, equity, 
and sustainability issues more important, significant advances in economic theory, and 
ideological shifts.  These reforms address a staggering range of issues, from the 
microeconomic to the sectoral and macroeconomic levels.  At the microeconomic level, 
policy reforms include changes in access to assets for households and in property rights, 
diffusion of information on new technological options, measures to reduce transactions costs 
through new institutions and contracts, incentives and direct assistance to resource 
reallocation and new investments through price and nonprice instruments, and promotion of 
grassroots organizations.  At the sectoral level, policy reforms include changes in public 
investment priorities toward infrastructure, irrigation, research, extension, and education; 
trade policies affecting tariffs, taxes, and quantity restrictions; land reform, rural 
development, and food-for-work programs; changes in regional institutions mobilizing 
savings and delivering credit and insurance; and regulation to internalize externalities as well 
as to enhance sustainability.  At the macroeconomic level, policy reforms include stabilization 
policies to reduce inflation, balance of current accounts deficits, and government budget 
deficits; liberalization of trade, exchange rates, financial transactions, and foreign investment; 
privatization, deregulation, and redefinition of the role of the state in the economy; tax 
reforms; and food subsidies and other welfare programs in health, education, and housing to 
reduce absolute poverty and improve the satisfaction of basic needs. 
 While analysis of many of these policy issues takes us into uncharted territory, economic 
theory has much to offer in providing guidelines to help conceptualize and design policy 
reforms.  The ability to simulate the implications of alternative proposals is fundamental to 
assist objective policy debates.  For this purpose, models must be built and quantitative values 
given to their parameters.  If behavioral relations and parameter values are uncertain, 
counterfactual experiments with alternative specifications of behavior and plausible ranges of 
parameter values are a better basis for policy making than subjective debates that leave the 
door wide open to ideological discourse and obfuscation.  While extensive description and 
comparative history are fundamental entry points into any policy debate, understanding the 
causal determinants of predicted consequences and obtaining an order of magnitude of 
expected impacts requires going one step beyond these approaches into quantitative modeling 
and policy simulation.  In the latter, while economic analysis inevitably gives particular 
attention to the role of prices, we place a strong emphasis on the role of public goods and of 
structural, technological, and institutional instruments in policy. 
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 Policy analysts have typically had at least some, and often extensive, formal training in 
economics.  However, translation of scholarly economic principles into useful and reliable 
policy reasoning does not follow directly from knowledge of economic theory and is rarely 
done adequately.  As a result, much economic training remains academic and is not utilized in 
policy analysis; much policy making continues to be done under the veil of ignorance and, at 
best, loose understanding of causal relations.  Bridging the gap between theory and policy 
analysis requires acquiring the practice of applying the concepts, theories, and methods of 
economics to the very purpose of policy analysis. 
 In an era where microcomputers are widely available, and at least the simple technology 
of spreadsheets is accessible to all policy analysts, the tremendous analytical capabilities these 
offer should be used to inform policy analysis.  Doing so stimulates the development of 
useful databases, helps provide quick answers to policy questions, and transforms the 
informational content of policy debates.  For students doing thesis research on policy 
questions, this technology has the potential of revolutionizing their approach to research and 
the rigor of their work.  Finally, as we have repeatedly witnessed when this book has been 
used for teaching in university environments, a quantitative approach to economic reasoning 
and a policy orientation in economic analysis can deeply transform the teaching of economics 
and quantitative methods as it gives it a concrete purpose that helps screen the essential from 
the superfluous and guide teaching toward problem solving. 
 It is the objective of this book to assist policy analysts and development economists in 
using the techniques of quantitative policy analysis.  It integrates the theoretical exposition of 
the most useful economic concepts and models for quantitative policy analysis with computer 
exercises which show what data are required, how the models should be constructed and 
solved, and what types of policy questions they can be used to address.  To integrate theory 
with policy analysis, the book is structured as a set of 12 subjects and 12 computer exercises.  
It can be used to teach either a full-time two-week course (with some topics deleted according 
to time and interests) or a 12-week course with a lecture and a laboratory each week.  Several 
of the more difficult chapters deserve more than one week of work, and the course can easily 
extend over a full 15-week semester.  Topics covered include micro issues of consumer 
demand, production and supply, response to risk, household behavior, and transactions costs 
and agrarian institutions, as well as sectoral and macro problems of trade distortions and real 
exchange rate, partial equilibrium analysis of policy interventions, food security strategies, 
multimarket modeling, input-output tables and social accounting matrices, and computable 
general equilibrium models.   
 The book is designed for the present and future technicians of policy analysis 
organizations and for their teachers.  This includes master’s students in economics or 
agricultural economics, policy analysts with the equivalent of a master’s or a solid bachelor’s 
degree in economics or agricultural economics, officers in international organizations with 
teaching or research functions, and faculty members in graduate programs.  The course taught 
with this book can, however, be adapted to a wide range of levels by using subsets of the 
materials presented:  we have given it to students with only a few courses in economics and 
minimal knowledge of quantitative methods, as well as to Ph.D.’s needing retooling and more 
specific expertise in policy analysis.  To help adapt materials to different levels of audience 
preparedness, the more difficult subjects are marked with an asterisk (*).  An appendix with 
the mathematical tools most commonly used through the book is included, and students 
should read this material first. 
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 For the sake of simplicity, but also to show that extraordinarily useful policy exercises 
can be conducted with only a modest microcomputer and a spreadsheet, the exercises are 
constructed on Lotus (and Excel).  Evidently, further work in the policy areas covered in the 
exercises will lead most analysts to use more sophisticated software packages and more 
complete policy models.  While some preliminary knowledge of Lotus is desirable, the 
exercises lead the students gradually to the more demanding operations.  The exercises are 
constructed to take the students through the paces of modeling, data entry, estimation, policy 
simulation, and analysis of policy implications.  Students are usually encouraged to work as 
teams of two on one microcomputer to allow cooperation and debates. 
 Each chapter presents the theoretical materials to be developed in class, followed by an 
exercise corresponding to the lecture.  For students, the exercises provide a text and a 
spreadsheet (on diskette).  The exercise texts have been written from the perspective of Lotus 
users, but most of the operations are identical on Excel and Lotus.  The only differences 
students will have to deal with are for matrix manipulations, regressions, and graphs as Excel 
offers functions that can be used directly to perform these operations while Lotus does not.  
For the instructor, the exercises are accompanied by a spreadsheet with the solutions and a 
brief discussion of the answers.  Some of the exercises are based on materials adapted from 
the research monographs of the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) in 
Washington, D.C., and we use a multimarket for Brazil developed by the Agricultural and 
Rural Development Department of the World Bank. 
 This book started with the encouragement of Antonio Perez from the FAO in Rome, who 
asked us to prepare a manual for policy analysis in support of the master’s programs in 
agricultural economics in Latin America.  We have used succesive drafts to teach in Morocco 
(master’s program in agricultural economics at the Institut Agronomique et Vétérinaire in 
Rabat), Pakistan (Northwestern Province Agricultural University in Peshawar), Costa Rica 
(International Institute for Agricultural Cooperation), Italy (master’s program in agricultural 
economics at the Centro di Specializzazione e Ricerche Economico Agrarie per il 
Mezzogiorno in Portici), France (master’s program at the International Mediterranean 
Institute in Montpellier), Vietnam (State Planning Committee and Economics University in 
Hanoi), and Egypt (Center for Agricultural Economic Studies at Cairo University).  Several 
generations of our doctoral students at the University of California at Berkeley have also been 
excellent sources of criticisms and suggestions, and we have freely experimented on them.  
For the course, an ideal audience is a combination of university students and policy analysts, 
allowing creative interactions between those closer to theory and methods and those already 
in the real world of policy making.  The book is the accumulation of some eight years of 
teaching experience, but it will likely never be fully finished, both because of the vastness of 
the subject and because of the rapid progress of theory and methods on so many fronts.  For 
this reason, we look at the book as an evolving project that will need continuing revisions and 
extensions.  We will consequently be looking forward to receiving comments and suggestions 
by future users. 
 We are grateful to the many students who struggled through the exercises; they gave us 
an opportunity to adjust them so that they, we hope, ended up being both challenging and 
feasible within the time and computational constraints of the course.  We are also grateful to 
many faculty members and officers of development agencies who helped by inviting us to 
offer the course and by organizing the many details required.  Hadi Esfahani cooperated on 
earlier versions of the book and gave us many ideas for the design of the exercises.  Finally, 
we are indebted to several critical readers of the text, including Erik Thorbecke, Tracy Hart, 
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and Bradford Mills.  We dedicate this book to the next generation of economists in our two 
families, Loïc Sadoulet and Laurent de Janvry, in compensation for our biased influence in 
their choice of career. 
 



C H A P T E R   T E N 

 
 

Input-Output Tables, Social Accounting Matrices,  
and Multipliers  

 
 
 
 
 Because agriculture is a major sector of most developing countries’ economies, 
agricultural policies affect all other sectors.  This results from changes in agriculture’s output 
supply, input demand, employment, and income generation in the rural areas.  Conversely, 
changes in other sectors may affect production, employment, and income distribution in 
agriculture.  The analysis of this type of interactions among sectors and institutions requires 
economywide frameworks which we will study in this and the following chapters.   
 The basis of any such multisectoral analysis must be a consistent and complete data set 
on all transactions among sectors and institutions:  consistent in the sense that for every 
income there should be a corresponding outlay or expenditure; and complete in that both the 
receiver and the sender of every transaction must be identified.  The Social Accounting 
Matrix (SAM) is a simple and efficient framework to organize economic data in such a way.  
SAMs have also been used, like their homologue input-output tables, to assess the 
economywide effects of an increase in demand for one sector or in external transfer to an 
institution, in what is known as “multiplier analysis.”   
 Analysis of the interactions among sectors is a key element in the debate over the proper 
role of agriculture and other sectors in the development process.  In the 1950s, the prevailing 
view was that industry was an active sector capable of pulling the whole economy while 
agriculture was passive, and hence that development should be based on industrialization.  
The debate then focused on selection of an industrial investment strategy.  It opposed the 
balanced growth-path advocated by Nurske, according to which investment should be 
pursued simultaneously in several industries, to Hirschman’s proposed strategy of judiciously 
unbalanced growth (Hirschman, 1958).  Choice of the strategic sectors in which to invest is 
based on their capacity to generate forward linkages (which may encourage investment in 
sectors that require their production as input) or backward linkages (which may encourage 
investment in sectors producing the inputs that they demand).  The measure of these linkages 
is done from the matrix of interindustry flows, the “input-output” matrix.  Agriculture, 
especially peasant agriculture, is short on linkage effects.  Like all primary production, it has 
few backward linkages, and as producer of final commodities, it has low forward linkages.  
Hence, this development strategy based on the quest for linkage effects led to the neglect of 
agriculture.  Exhaustion of this industrialization strategy led, in the 1970s and 1980s, to an 
almost complete reversal in the conception of the role of agriculture in development.  This 
was in particular due to extension of the concept of linkage to include income and final 
consumption linkages.  The agricultural sector was recognized as an important source of 
household incomes, the expenditure of which can induce industrialization under the pull of 
effective demand (see Chapter 1).  Technically, extension of the concept of linkage to include 
income and final consumption effects was based on extension of the input-output matrix to 
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the Social Accounting Matrix which we examine in this chapter.  It led to the aggregate 
measure of farm-nonfarm linkages proposed by Haggblade, Hazell, and Brown (1989).   

10.1.  Social Accounting Matrices   

 The general structure of a SAM is represented in Table 10.1.  A SAM is a square matrix 
in which each transactor or account has its own row and column.  The payments 
(expenditures) are listed in columns and the receipts in rows.  As each account must balance, 
the corresponding row and column totals are equal.  There are six types of accounts in the 
SAM:  the activities, commodities, and factors (labor and capital) accounts; the current 
accounts of the domestic institutions, divided into households, firms, and the government; the 
capital account; and the rest of the world account.   

 
Table 10.1 approximately here 

 
 Activity or production accounts are used to buy raw materials and intermediate goods 
and hire factor services to produce commodities.  Their expenditures (column 1) hence 
include the purchase of intermediate commodities.  The remainder is, by definition, value-
added, of which a part may be payable to the government as a tax on the activity (e.g., a 
value-added tax).  Value added is then distributed to factors of production in the form of 
wage payments and of rent to fixed factors.  The receipts (row 1) of the activities derive from 
sales on the domestic market, exports, and export subsidies received from the government.  
Export taxes to the government are noted as negative export subsidies.   
 Commodity accounts can best be seen as representing domestic product markets.  Note 
that because commodity accounts are defined separately from activities, they need not have 
the same sectoral definitions.  Commodity accounts (column 2) purchase imports and 
domestically produced commodities, including services from the trade sector, and pay 
indirect taxes, including tariffs levied on imports net of subsidies, on commodities.  Their 
receipts (row 2) proceed from sales on the domestic market of intermediate products to 
activities, of final goods to households and government for consumption, and of investment 
goods to the capital account.   
 Factor accounts include labor and capital accounts.  They receive payments (row 3) from 
the sale of their services to activities in the form of wages and rent and income from abroad 
as remittances and capital income.  These revenues are distributed (column 3) to households 
as labor incomes and distributed corporate and unincorporated profits, and to firms as non-
distributed profits after the corresponding taxes have been paid to government.   
 Institutions include households, firms, and government, with households usually 
disaggregated in different socioeconomic groups.  Distinction is made between current and 
capital accounts, accounts 4 and 5 respectively.  Households’ incomes include the factor 
incomes described above and various transfers coming from other households, from 
government, from firms (mostly from insurance), or from abroad.  Remittances are sometimes 
introduced here rather than in the labor accounts if information is available at this level.  
Households’ expenditures consist of consumption and income taxes, with residual savings 
transferred to their capital account.  Firms receive profits and transfers and spend on taxes 
and transfers.  Their residual savings go into their capital account.  The government account 
is distinct from administrative activities included in the activity accounts, which buy 
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intermediate goods, pay wages, and deliver “administrative services.”  This government 
account spends its current expenditures on directly buying the services provided by the 
activity account.  The other items in the current budget are transfers to households and firms, 
and the remaining savings are transferred to the capital account.  On the income side, the 
government receives tax revenues and current transfers from abroad.   
 In principle, a separate capital account could be identified for each of the institutions 
described above.  In practice, however, adequate data are seldom available, and only the 
government capital account is separated from a consolidated capital account of the domestic 
private institutions.  These capital accounts collect savings together with net foreign capital 
transfers (also called foreign savings) from the rest of the world.  This provides the necessary 
finance for domestic fixed capital formation and changes in stocks. 
 Transactions between the domestic economy and the rest of the world are recorded in the 
last account.  The economy receives income from the rest of the world as payment for exports 
and pays for imports to the rest of the world.  Similarly, some factor payments are received 
from abroad, offsetting factor payments to the rest of the world, and current transfers to and 
from abroad are made by the current institutions’ account.  The current accounts deficit is 
covered by net foreign capital transfers, which appear as foreign savings.  SAMs do not 
usually contain assets accounts.  Thus, if the foreign exchange used by the economy results in 
a decrease in reserves, the latter should be aggregated to the net foreign capital transfers.  The 
fact that the foreign account deficit exactly matches the deficit in the savings-investment 
account is a standard result of national accounting.  In the SAM framework, it is a 
mathematical necessity that if all other accounts are balanced, then the last one will also be in 
equilibrium.   
 There is no unique way of disaggregating and organizing the data in a SAM.  The 
number of accounts in each category depends on the objectives of the study.  We have 
already mentioned the possibility of disaggregating the household account to show separate 
socioeconomic classes.  Similarly, the government account could be disaggregated into 
several entities.  A SAM which emphasizes agriculture may have several agricultural 
subsectors rather than only one or two, as is typical in most general-purpose SAMs.  SAMs 
also vary in the way transactions are recorded.  We have mentioned the case of remittances, 
which are received either by the labor factor or by the household.  Imports are sometimes also 
split between intermediate and final goods imports directly bought by the activities and 
institutions accounts.  Also, returns to family labor may be aggregated with the return to fixed 
factors rather than with labor income.  SAMs can also be built for different economic entities.  
The most common use of SAMs is at the national level, as presented here.  However, SAMs 
have also been built for regional economies and for villages, with an example of the latter 
presented later in this chapter.  The disaggregation scheme and the density of transactions 
among domestic accounts will clearly differ in these cases.  Finally, accounts could be 
arranged in any order, a feature which is largely a matter of taste and tradition.  However, all 
SAMs must respect the same logic of complete and consistent accounting.   

10.2.  Example:  A Social Accounting Matrix for Ecuador, 1980 

 SAMs provide a great deal of information about the structure of an economy.  An 
example is given in Table 10.2 with a SAM for Ecuador in 1980.  Recall that, by convention, 
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the cell ij is a payment from account j to account i.  The reading of this SAM shows the 
following features of the Ecuadorian economy: 

 
Table 10.2 approximately here 

 
 a.  Sectoral structure of domestic production and value added.  Agriculture represents 
9% of domestic production [(t1 + t2)/ta], and 12.6% of GDP [(t1 – c1 + t2 – c2)/  
(ta – ca)].  The oil sector is of about the same size, with figures at 8.8% and 12.7%, 
respectively.  Manufacturing production, noted as activities 4 and 5, is larger but nevertheless 
shows a low level of industrialization accounting for only 18.4% of GDP.   
 b.  Sectoral contrasts in the generation of income.  Sharp contrasts are seen between 
sectors whose production mostly generates value added and sectors with high intermediate 
demand.  Agriculture and trade services count 84% and 65% of their production as value 
added, respectively, computed as (ti – ci)/ti for activity i.  This is in contrast to the production 
goods sector, with high intermediate demand and only 38% of its production distributed in 
value added.  Within value added, further contrast can be made between labor income and 
profit.  In this particular SAM, profits from informal sector firms have been directly attributed 
to the households that operate them.  This is an efficient way of keeping track of the social 
distribution of asset ownership and of dealing with the lack of separation between the return 
to labor and the return to the fixed factors that often occurs in these firms.  However, this 
allocation blurs the concepts of factors of production.  Labor income accounts for less than 
5% of value added in the oil sector and more than 60% in the utilities-construction-
transportation sector.  Finally, tax rates, which are net of subsidies in this SAM, are 
significant only for the manufacturing sectors, constituting 8.3% and 9.5% of value added, 
and for the oil sector.  In the latter case, taxes, direct government participation in oil 
extraction, and subsidies to the refineries are all lumped together, and government captures 
89% of value added.  This aggregation is acceptable only if the structure of government 
revenues is not the focus of the analysis. 
 c.  Import dependency and import tariff rates, as measured in the columns of the 
commodity accounts.  Imported industrial production goods represent 37% of domestic 
supply and are taxed at an average rate of 21%. 
 d.  The structure of external trade.  Imports (row 33, columns 9–16) are dominated by 
industrial production goods (69% of all imports) and exports (column 33, rows 1–8) by oil 
(55% of the value of exports).  The balance of trade is roughly in equilibrium, as noted by 
comparing total imports in 33c to total exports in a33.  The traditional agricultural exports 
sector only generates 9% of total exports even though 47% of its production is exported.   
 e.  The sources of household incomes, in rows 21 to 27.  Interestingly, the households 
which receive the highest share of their income from wages are the urban households with 
high education and the small farmers:  70% of urban household income is wage income, with 
almost all income received by skilled labor.  Similarly, 66% of small farmer income is wage 
income, albeit from unskilled labor.  Savings rates average 15% of income, varying from 
8.9% in small farms to 15.4% in large farms. 
 f.  Important macroeconomic features of the economy.  The investment rate in the 
economy is 27%, with public investment representing 24% of all investment.  The 
balance-of-payments deficit (row 34, column 33) amounts to 5% of GDP.  Since the balance 
of trade is almost in equilibrium, this current deficit is mostly due to transfers abroad, as debt 
service and capital flight, by urban households, firms, and government.  The foreign capital 
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transfer that covers this deficit is shown as a transfer to the government account, 
corresponding to the institutional arrangement in Ecuador at that time.  Total government 
expenditures (current expenditures, in t32, less savings [row 34, column 33], plus capital 
expenditures in c34) account for 27% of GDP.  Of the government budget, 55% is spent on 
consumption (administration), 24% on investment, and 10% on transfers abroad (interest 
payment on debt).  The government deficit amounts to 12% of its revenues (in 32t).   
 A weakness of this SAM, also common to most SAMs, is in the definition of the 
activities and the confusion that exists with the commodity disaggregation.  Activities are 
intended to each stand for a representative productive agent.  Firms that are aggregated under 
each heading should thus have the same production function, with a unique technology and a 
similar distribution of factor income.  In agriculture, therefore, activities should correspond 
not to commodity aggregates, but rather to alternative production systems, which each 
produce a variety of commodities with a given technology.  In that sense, for example, in the 
village SAM from which Table 10.8 described later is derived, the agricultural sector is 
disaggregated into rainfed and irrigated agriculture, with further disaggregation of rainfed 
agriculture by farm size.  Similarly, within nonagricultural activities, the informal sector 
should probably be separated from the formal sector.   

10.3.  Construction of a SAM:  Data Requirements 

 Given the degree of country specificity and the variety of objectives which construction 
of a SAM may have, it is impossible to define a general set of data needs with which to 
compile a SAM.  The more disaggregated a SAM is intended to be, the more extensive are the 
data requirements.  In all cases, the starting point should be the building of a highly 
aggregated SAM based on the country’s national accounts statistics.  Then, disaggregation of 
the different accounts is based on three sets of data: 
 a.  Activity and commodity balances, which are usually easily derived from input-output 
tables.   
 b.  Disaggregation of value added into income by labor categories and profits, which is 
usually based on employment surveys and sectoral censuses.  It is, however, often difficult to 
properly account for informal sector activities, which are seldom represented in industrial 
surveys.   
 c.  Determining incomes and outlays of the private institutions, and of households in 
particular, is the most difficult part in the construction of a SAM.  On the expenditure side, 
consumption surveys are often available, and taxes are found in the government budget.  On 
the income side, a multipurpose household survey is needed.  If this is not available, some 
compromises are necessary, using data from family expenditure surveys, or from rural and 
urban income distribution surveys, or from labor force surveys.  If the household survey 
contains labor force characteristics of household members, then this greatly improves the 
mapping of factor incomes to households.  Incomes and outlays of all firms aggregated 
together are sometimes available in the national accounts documents.  Transfers between 
government and private institutions are usually available from government statistics.  
Transfers among private institutions are rarely directly available at the level of disaggregation 
required and thus need to be estimated on the basis of indirect indicators.  A complete balance 
of payments is necessary to provide information on property income flows and transfers 
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between the domestic economy and the rest of the world.  When direct information is not 
available, household savings may be derived as residuals.   
 In conclusion, the construction of a disaggregated SAM is very demanding in terms of 
data.  And, even when the statistical material is available, the reconciliation of information 
from various sources and surveys requires considerable effort.  Nevertheless, this cannot be 
avoided, as a consistent characterization of the interdependencies of the economic and social 
system is necessary to analyze the implications of policies.   

10.4.  The Measure of Agricultural Surplus 

 The concept of agricultural surplus has been central to the history of economic thought 
on development.  It has been used to characterize a variety of different transfers from 
agriculture to the rest of the economy.  Kuznets summarizes the contributions of agriculture 
to the economy as:  (1) supplying food and raw materials, (2) providing an investible surplus 
of savings, (3) generating income for the rural population that will raise demand for products 
of other expanding sectors, and (4) relaxing the foreign exchange constraints (Kuznets, 
1965).  Morrisson and Thorbecke (1990) have proposed using the complete and consistent 
framework of the SAM to rigorously define agricultural surplus.  This is done by constructing 
a SAM which distinguishes between agriculture and nonagriculture in all the accounts, as 
shown in Table 10.3.  The convention for the notation of the transactions is the standard one, 
with the first subscript representing the sector receiving the money flow and the second 
subscript indicating the sector sending the money flow.  Hence Xan is the purchase of 
agricultural intermediate goods by the nonagricultural sector.  The subscripts a, n, g, and r 
refer to agriculture, nonagriculture, government, and rest of the world, respectively.  An 
example of such an aggregation for the Ecuadorian matrix is provided as Table 10.4.  
Complementary information on investment by sectors has been used in order to split the 
investment account.   

 
Table 10.3 approximately here 
Table 10.4 approximately here 

 
 The equilibrium between total income and total expenditures of each account lead to 13 
identities, which can be written: 
 
Xaa + Xan + Caa + Can + Cag + Iaa+ Ear = Xaa+ Xna+ VLaa+ VLna+ VKaa+ VKna+ TIga+ Xra 

for the first account, and similarly for the other accounts.  By adding the identities 
corresponding to the accounts 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 12 and rearranging the terms, one obtains 
the following expression: 
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or, Ad + Bd – Ina = Cd + Dd + Ed. 

 Ad represents the net outflow of commodities and primary factors from agriculture to the 
rest of the economy.  The final consumption element (Can + Cag – Cna) is normally expected 
to be negative, since the rural households consume more nonagricultural goods than the urban 
households consume agricultural goods.  The net flow of intermediate goods is usually 
positive.  The flows of primary factors are generally small.  Usually however, the final goods 
flow dominates the other elements, thus Ad is negative.  In the Ecuadorian case, Ad = –32,052 
million sucres. 
 Bd represents the net outflow of labor and capital services.  Labor services and 
investment of rural households into nonagricultural activities are usually large compared with 
urban involvement into agriculture.  Hence, the net outflow of services is usually positive, 
and in the Ecuadorian case it is equal to 40,733 million sucres.   
 Ina is the purchase of nonagricultural commodities for investment in agriculture.  It is 
equal to 6,038  million sucres in the Ecuadorian SAM.   
 Cd represents the net transfers among households and firms.  Its sign depends on whether 
there are more remittances from rural to urban areas or vice versa.  These numbers are usually 
small.  A relatively important component in the Ecuadorian SAM seems to be the payment by 
rural households of fees and contributions to insurance and other nonagricultural firms, which 
gives Cd equal to –1,861 million sucres.   
 Dd represents net savings from agriculture to nonagriculture and is equal to 1,755 million 
sucres in the Ecuadorian SAM.   
 Ed is the net monetary transfer of agriculture to the government.  It includes taxes paid by 
agriculture, transfer of the government to rural households, and savings of the government for 
investment in agriculture.  The net of the first two elements is usually negative, representing a 
tax on agriculture.  The last element, government savings for investment in agriculture, gives 
the distribution of the use of tax revenues in public goods.  However, the information is not 
often readily available, and it was missing in the Ecuadorian SAM.  Rather than completely 
ignoring government’s investment in rural areas, we have attributed 10% of capital 
expenditure to it.  On the basis of this assumption, Ed = –973 million sucres.  This indicates a 
net transfer from the rest of the economy to agriculture through the government.  This result 
can be justified in the case of Ecuador, where oil is a large source of government revenue.   
 Together, Ad, Bd and – Ina represent net physical outflows of real commodities and 
services from agriculture to nonagriculture.  It is equal to 2,643 million sucres in Ecuador.  
The relationship established above shows that it is exactly compensated by a net financial 
inflow into agriculture, in the form of transfers and savings from nonagriculture to 
agriculture.  One last element of transfer to the agricultural sector is the goods which are 
provided freely by the government to the rural households (Fd).  However, these are not 
included in the SAM.  The domestic agricultural surplus can be defined as: 
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 SUd = Ad + Bd – Ina – Fd. 

 Similarly, one can define a foreign agricultural surplus by: 
 
 SUf = Af + Bf – Ira, 

derived from rewriting the account 12 equilibrium as follows: 
 
 



[Xar  (TRra  Xra)]

Af

    Kra

Bf

  Ira  TRar

C f

  Sar

Df

 . 

In the Ecuadorian case, foreign agricultural surplus is equal to 4,571 million sucres.   
 A merit of this approach is that it provides a consistent and complete accounting of 
transactions between agriculture and nonagriculture.  What is still missing, however, is an 
accounting of transfers through price distortions.  This cannot be obtained by accounting 
alone, since it requires the notion of equilibrium prices.  This could be developed as an 
application of the general equilibrium models that we will present in Chapter 12.   

10.5.  The Input-Output Model 

10.5.1  Equations 

 The input-output table is the subset of a SAM made of the activity and commodity 
accounts only.  To simplify the exposition of the model, commodities and activities have been 
aggregated.  The general structure of such accounts can be seen in Table 10.5.  For example, 
X21 is the quantity and p2X21 is the value of sector 2’s output sold to sector 1 to be used as an 
intermediate input.  The excess of each sector’s total output over total intermediate sales is 
marked as final goods, which include net exports, investment, and private and public 
consumption.  The accounts also show the amounts that sectors pay for primary factors of 
production and various taxes.   

 
Table 10.5 approximately here 

 
 Input-output tables are often used for assessing the impact of a change in the final 
demand of a given sector on all sectors of the economy.  The technique used for this purpose 
is attributed to Vassily Leontief and is known as the Leontief model.  The basic idea of the 
model is quite simple.  The amount of sector i’s output required for the production of 
sector j’s output Xij is assumed to be proportional to sector j’s output Xj.  Therefore, if aij is 
such an input-output coefficient, then: 
 
(1) Xij  aij X j , i, j 1,, n.   

 The equilibrium between total supply and total demand for each sector is written: 
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(2) , where Xij is intermediate and Fi final demand. 

Xi  Xij  Fi , i  1, , n

j1

n



Substitution equation (1) into equation (2) yields: 
 

(3)   

Xi  aij Xj  Fi ,

j1

n

 i  1,, n.

This relationship between final demand and production also holds in changes: 
 

(4) , 

Xi  aijXj  Fi ,

j1

n

 i  1, , n

where Fi and Xi represent changes in final demand and output of sector i, respectively.  
Since (3) and (4) are formally identical, we pursue the discussion using the symbols F and X 
for level or change indifferently.   
 Note that if the final demand in a given sector i increases by, say, Fi, initially production 
increases by the same amount, .  However, this increase in production raises the 
intermediate demand for all sectors, including i itself, by 

Xi
1  Fi

Xj
2  aji Xi

1 .  To produce these 
intermediate inputs, however, more intermediate inputs are needed, and there is a third round 
of effects Xj

3  aji Xi
2 .  This obviously leads to more and more rounds of effects.  Thus, 

sectoral outputs keep rising as a result of the higher intermediate-goods demand each round 
of effects generates.  But, in each round output increases become smaller and smaller such 
that their total always has a limit.  To calculate this limit, it is easier to write equation (3) in 
matrix form (where   reads “which gives”), 
 
(5) X  AX  F  ( I  A)X  F  X  (I  A)1 F . 

In this equation, X is the vector of outputs, Xi, i = 1, i 1,..., n;  F is the vector of final 
demands, Fi,  A is the matrix of aij’s, i, i  1,..., n; j  1,...,n;  and I is the unit matrix, which 
has ones on its diagonal and zeros everywhere else.  (I – A)–1 is a multiplier which can be 
used to calculate overall changes in sectoral outputs which result from changes in final 
demand.   
 Once the change in X is known, changes in primary-input requirements can be similarly 
calculated.  Assume that the amount of labor category k needed for the production of one unit 
of product j, bkj, is a constant.  Therefore, the total amount of labor k required is: 
 

(6)   

Lk  bkjXj , k 1,, s,

j1

n



or, in matrix form, 
 
(7) L = BX,  
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where L is the vector of labor requirements, Lk, k  1, ...,s;  and B is the matrix of bkj’s, 
k  1, ...,s; j  1,...,n.  
 Any input-output model has a dual price system, which can be viewed as a set of cost 
prices in a linear framework.  These output prices are calculated by taking the prices of 
factors and the tax rates as given.  Assume that the returns to the fixed factors are also 
proportional to supply X, that is, j = rj Xj, and that indirect taxes are proportional to the 
market value of the supply, that is, Tj = tj pj Xj.  The cost-price equations are derived by first 
noting that equality of receipts and payments in each sector implies: 
 

(8) 

pj Xj  piXij

i1

n

  wk Lkj
k1

s

   j Tj , j  1,, n.   

Dividing both sides of equation (8) by Xj, we have 
 

(9) 

pj  piaij

i1

n

  wkbkj
k1

s

  rj  pj t j , j  1,, n.  

Equation (9) can be written in matrix form as: 
 
(10) p  A p  B w  r 


t p  p  (I 


t  A )1( B w  r),   

where p, w, and r represent vectors of output, labor, and fixed-factor prices, respectively, and 
 is a matrix with elements tj, 

t j  1,...,n,  on its diagonal.  The prime () after A and B 
represents the transposed of these matrices. 
 Note that these prices are independent of the level of production in the economy.  For 
this reason, Leontief models belong to a genre of general equilibrium models known as fixed-
price.  In these models, supply is infinitely elastic at the cost price and output is demand-
determined. 
 To calculate the coefficients of a Leontief model by means of financial flows among 
sectors, the unit of each output or input is chosen such that its price is equal to one.  In that 
case, quantities can be replaced by financial values when calculating aij’s and bik’s.   

10.5.2  Interpretation and Extension 

 The crucial assumption in input-output analysis is that sectoral production is completely 
demand-driven.  This assumes that there is excess production capacity in all sectors, and that 
increasing demand can always be met by higher output with no price increase.  Since this 
assumption is likely to be unrealistic, input-output models are more useful as guidelines to 
potential induced linkage effects, and as indicators of likely supply bottlenecks that may 
occur in a growing economy, than as predictive models.   
 The underlying production function assumes constant return to scale and no substitution 
among the different inputs.  To the extent that prices remain constant, this is acceptable, as 
substitution among factors is expected to be induced by relative price movements.  But, when 
prices are not constant, this constitutes a severe limitation of fixed (that is, predetermined) 
price models.   
 Variants of the basic framework are easily introduced in input-output models: 
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 a.  Intermediate inputs can be disaggregated into domestic and imported goods.  The 
multipliers can thus represent more closely the multiplier effect on the domestic economy.   
 b.  When the input-output model is used to look at the effect of small changes in the 
final-demand vector, a matrix of marginal rather than average coefficients can be used. 
 c.  Input-output multipliers have been used to measure Hirschman’s (1977) concept of 
linkages.  Backward linkages are measured by the multipliers described above.  Forward 
linkages are computed in a similar fashion, using a matrix of supply coefficients obtained by 
dividing the row of intermediate inputs supply by the total supply of a sector.  But total 
linkages cannot be defined as the sum of the two, since they rely on inconsistent theories.  
Alternatively, the total contribution of a sector to the economy has been measured with the 
extraction method (Cella, 1984).  This method compares the observed total output with the 
output that would be obtained with the same vector of final demand but a truncated input-
output matrix in which, except for the diagonal element, the row and the column of the sector 
to be isolated would be filled with zeros.  The difference between these two output levels 
measures the total linkage effect of each sector. 
 d.  Alternative models of price formation can be used, provided that they do not depend 
on the level of supply and demand.  For example, enterprises in some industries, especially 
oligopolistic ones, are believed to use a procedure called markup pricing for determining 
output prices.  The procedure is as follows.  First, the variable cost of production, consisting 
of labor and material expenses, is calculated and a markup then is added to provide for a 
return to fixed capital and, perhaps, some monopoly profits.  Thus, the return to capital 
depends on all other variable costs rather than being a fixed rate per unit of output, as 
assumed in the derivation of equation (10).  Under markup pricing, we have: 
 
(11) p  (I  r )( A p  B w) 


t p  p  [I 


t  (I  r ) A ]1(I  r ) B w,   

where ri is the markup rate in sector i.  This methodology was used by Augusztinovics (1989) 
to represent the Hungarian price system. 

10.6.  SAM Multipliers  

 Extension of the input-output model to a SAM framework is performed by partitioning 
the accounts into endogenous and exogenous accounts and assuming that the column 
coefficients of the endogenous accounts are all constant.  An important issue then is to 
determine which accounts can be set exogenous and which can be set endogenous.  
Endogenous accounts are those for which changes in the level of expenditure directly follow 
any change in income, while exogenous accounts are those for which we assume that the 
expenditures are set independently of income.  Standard practice is to pick, for the exogenous 
accounts, one or more among the government, capital, and rest of the world accounts, 
justifying the choice on the basis of macroeconomic theory and the objectives of the study.   
 Consider the following partitioning of the SAM matrix: 
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 Endogenous Sum of exogenous Total 
 accounts (n) accounts (1) 
 
Endogenous accounts (n) MX F X 
Exogenous accounts (m) BX L 
Total X 
 

 
 X is the vector of total income or expenditure of the endogenous accounts, F the vector 
sum of the expenditures of the exogenous accounts, L the column vector of the income of the 
exogenous accounts, M the square matrix (n   n) of coefficients of the endogenous accounts, 
and B the rectangular matrix (m   n) of the coefficients with exogenous accounts as rows 
and endogenous accounts as columns.  If  represents the operator “change,” one may define: 
 
 The matrix of multipliers  (I – M)–1 
 The vector of shocks   F 
 The vector of impacts  X = (I – M)–1 F 
 The leakages    L = B X. 
 
 A shock, or “injection”, is given by a change in elements of the exogenous accounts.  
The model solves for the equilibrium level of all the endogenous accounts.  Multipliers, like 
their input-output analogues, are completely demand-driven.  The coefficients in the rows of 
the exogenous accounts provide the “leakages.”  These leakages are, for example, the induced 
demand for imports, the induced government revenues, and the induced savings.   
 If a single account is taken as exogenous, the fact that the endogenous accounts must all 
balance at a new equilibrium guarantees that the exogenous account will also balance, since 
the SAM as a whole must balance.  If two or more accounts are set exogenously, then only 
their sum must balance, given a solution for the endogenous accounts.  Each choice of which 
accounts are endogenous defines a different macro “closure” to the SAM model.  Of course, 
the computed multipliers will be sensitive to the choice of partition, and the resulting choice 
of model must be justified in terms of both theory and empirical realism for the particular 
problem under study. 
 The range of shocks that can be studied with a SAM model is directly derived from the 
choice of the exogenous accounts.  With an exogenous rest of the world account, simulations 
of changes in exports, or in transfers to different households, to the government (if 
endogenous), or to the savings account (if endogenous) can be performed.  With an 
exogenous capital account, shocks are mainly changes in investment.  With an exogenous 
government account, changes in demand for administrative services, and in transfers to value 
added or households can be simulated.  In all cases, the multiplier model gives the impact on 
the structure of production, labor income, incomes of the various socioeconomic households, 
government revenues, savings, and imports.   
 Table 10.6 lists some columns of the matrix of multipliers computed from the SAM 
described above, defining government, capital, and rest of the world accounts as exogenous.  
Interpretation of the first column indicates that an increase in agricultural exports of one unit 
induces an increase of production of 1.05 units in this sector, 0.78 units in the trade service 
sector, and 2.98 units in the whole economy.  It also generates 1.89 units of household 
income, almost equally shared by rural and urban households.  By contrast, an increase of one 
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unit in oil exports only generates 1.37 units in domestic production and 0.25 in household 
incomes.  Column 16 shows that an increase in the government demand for administrative 
services induces large production linkages in the other sectors, totaling 2.94 units in the 
whole economy, and creating revenues mostly for the urban households.  The last two 
columns show the impact of injections to households, where transfers could come either from 
the government or from the rest of the world.   

 
Table 10.6 approximately here 

 
 Comparison of these multipliers with the input-output or production multipliers derived 
from the Leontief model (Table 10.6) illustrates an important contribution of the SAM 
approach.  First, SAM multipliers are much larger than their corresponding input-output 
multipliers.  Because value added is a leakage, only intermediate demand serves as multiplier 
in the input-output analysis.  In contrast, value added and incomes generate demand linkages 
in the SAM approach.  Second, agriculture usually has very low production multipliers.  This 
has served as a fundamental argument against basing a development strategy on agriculture.  
It was thought that, with scarce resources, investment should be concentrated on selected 
industrial sectors with high multipliers (Hirschman, 1977).  However, when one considers the 
linkage effects created by agricultural incomes, as included in the SAM multipliers, the 
agricultural sectors do not fare any worse than the industrial sectors and, furthermore, induce 
a relatively more equitable distribution of growth.   
 Table 10.7 reports simulations of shocks with injection performed in more than one 
account.  In the first experiment, exports are increased by 10,000 million sucres, with a 
sectoral allocation of this increase proportional to original exports.  In the second experiment, 
a support scheme to the agricultural export sector is implemented as a subsidy to profit, with 
distribution to the different recipients of this profit in proportion to original profits received.  
Compared with the impact of an increase in the exports of that sector (column 1 of the 
multipliers matrix), this support scheme induces less production growth but more income to 
households, in particular to rural households.  The choice of an export promotion policy or a 
financial support thus depends on whether the principal objective is growth or income.  The 
last experiment shows that a redistribution scheme among households induces growth, 
particularly of the agricultural sectors.  It, however, reduces savings and government revenue, 
due to tax income, and increases imports.  This demonstrates the existence of potential trade-
offs from redistribution.   

 
Table 10.7 approximately here 

 

10.7.  Applications and Extensions of the SAM Multiplier Analysis   

 A major use of multiplier models in the SAM framework has been for the analysis of 
income distribution policy (see surveys by Thorbecke, 1985, Hayden and Round, 1982, and 
Khan and Thorbecke, 1988, on technology choice and Thorbecke and Berrian, 1992, on 
budget policy).  Most of these studies are applied to national economies.  Regional SAMs, 
however, can illustrate some interesting relationships among entities in an heterogenous 
economy.  Using a regional SAM for the south of Italy, with two “rest of the world” accounts 
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representing the rest of Italy and foreign countries, respectively, D’Antonio, Colaizzo, and 
Leonello (1988) have shown that the leakages out of the south to the north are so high that 
any transfer from the north to the south, in fact, benefits the north as it comes back amplified 
into its economy under the form of demand for its production.  Hazell, Ramasamy, and 
Rajagopalan (1991) used a regional SAM for North Arcot in India to measure the impact of 
agricultural growth on the local nonfarm economy.  SAMs have recently been applied to 
village economies.  Adelman, Taylor, and Vogel (1988) have used a SAM to study the role of 
remittance incomes in sustaining a Mexican village economy and shaping its income 
distribution.  Subramanian and Sadoulet (1990) have examined the transmission of 
production fluctuations and technical change in an Indian village economy. 
 Most of the variants and developments of the Leontief model have been or could be 
applied to the SAM-based linear model.  In particular, complete fix-price models can be 
developed within a SAM.  Demand models can be improved by using marginal propensities 
to consume, or even full demand systems, like the Linear Expenditure System or the Almost 
Ideal Demand System, both seen in Chapter 2.   
 Analysis of the process underlying the multiplier effects captured in the SAM multiplier 
matrix has led to several contributions.  Based on the partition of the endogenous section of 
the SAM into three categories of accounts—activities/commodities, factors, and institutions 
(mainly households)—the matrix of multipliers can be decomposed into four components: 
initial injection, transfer effects, open-loop effects, and closed-loop effects.  Transfer effects 
capture the direct effects resulting from interactions within each category of accounts, for 
example the intersectoral input-output elements or the transfers among institutions.  Open-
loop effects capture the interactions among and between the three endogenous categories of 
accounts, for example from production activities on factor income, from factor income on 
household revenues, or from household revenues on production.  Closed-loop effects show 
the full circular effects of an income injection traveling through the system back to its point 
of origin, for example from production activities, to factors, to institutions, and then back to 
activities in the form of consumption demand.  Two versions of this decomposition have been 
used:  the original multiplicative decomposition by Pyatt and Round (1989), and an additive 
rearrangement by Defourny and Thorbecke (1984).   
 In the structural path analysis of Defourny and Thorbecke, it is each element of the SAM 
multiplier which is decomposed into direct, total, and global influences.  This method shows 
how influence is diffused from a given pole, through which specific paths it is transmitted, 
and the extent to which it is amplified by circuits adjacent to these paths.  In breaking the 
multiplier into the different paths, this decomposition can help identify critical links in the 
transmission of influence.  Accordingly, policy makers may want to concentrate their actions 
in order to enhance the positive effects of interdependence.   
 Recall that all traditional SAM models are based on the key assumption that production 
activities are endogenous and demand-driven, reflecting the assumed existence of excess 
capacity throughout the economy.  This is clearly unrealistic for some sectors, agriculture in 
particular, at least in the short or medium run.  Conceding that agriculture is supply-
constrained instead requires a modification of the multipliers (Subramanian and Sadoulet, 
1990).  The agricultural sector cannot indeed be simply shifted to the group of exogenous 
accounts, since, despite being exogenous it needs to balance.  Thus endogenously determined 
demand for the agricultural sectors must be met by a change in imports or exports.  Under 
these conditions, the village economy analyzed by Subramanian and Sadoulet exhibits much 
smaller internal multiplier effects arising from any income transfer from outside the village.  
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This can be seen by comparing columns 1 and 2 in Table 10.8.  This model can also be used 
to analyze the impact of any exogenous change in the agricultural sector.  Comparison of 
columns 3 and 4 shows that an irrigation program has a higher multiplier effect on the 
economy than an annual transfer of comparable value.  Simulation of the effects on the 
village economy of a fall in agricultural output of 10%, shown in columns 4 and 5, reveals 
that changes in income levels and distribution depend strongly on how factor and 
intermediate use in agriculture respond to fluctuations in output.  Weather fluctuations that 
affect the crops early in the production cycle will, in fact, result in similar relative declines in 
incomes for the landless and the farm operators.  In contrast, the impact of weather 
fluctuations that come late in the cropping season, after most of the labor for intermediate 
work has been used and paid for, falls disproportionately on farmers’ profits.   

 
Table 10.8 approximately here 

 
 Haggblade and Hazell have developed a family of two-sector fix-price and endogenous-
price models to measure the farm-nonfarm linkages, usually in the context of regional 
economies (Haggblade and Hazell, 1989; Haggblade, Hazell, and Brown, 1989; and 
Haggblade, Hammer, and Hazell, 1991).  Fix-price models classify economic activities as 
tradable or nontradable.  In rural regions of developing countries, grains and industrial crops 
are usually considered tradables, while perishable agricultural commodities and services are 
nontradables.  Both tradable and nontradable outputs have constant prices.  This is based on 
the assumption of an infinitely elastic supply of nontradables.  The level of production of 
tradable products is either demand-constrained (the usual input-output or SAM multiplier 
model) or supply-constrained (the semi-input-output model).  Their empirical results show 
that:   
 a.  The SAM multiplier model produces unrealistically large multipliers, between 3 and 
6. 
 b.  Semi-input-output multipliers differ substantially across regions, from values of 1.3–
1.5 in African rural regions, to 1.7–1.8 in Asian cases, and 2.2 in an analysis of Oklahoma.  
This is related to the increasing input intensity and consumption diversification as income 
increases. 
 c.  Consumption linkages account for 75% to 90% of the total multiplier in Africa, and 
50% to 60% in Asia. 
 d.  Allowing for increasing costs of production in nontradables and for a not perfectly 
elastic labor supply, price-endogenous models give much lower multipliers.  The magnitude 
of the dampening of the regional multipliers obviously depends on the rigidities of the labor 
market and of the nontradable supply.  In the cases they study, the price-endogenous 
multipliers are in the range of 75% to 90% of the semi-input-output multipliers. 
 In these different studies, SAM models have been stretched to accommodate some of the 
more limiting assumptions made in the standard model.  However, this framework remains 
fundamentally applicable in situations characteristic of the Keynesian environment of a fix-
price model, with excess production capacity in most sectors and absence of substitution.  
This framework cannot reflect the workings of a market economy in which price adjustments 
play an important role and where there are important substitution possibilities in both 
production and demand.  It thus cannot be used at all to study shocks that encompass 
important structural changes based on major relative price readjustments, like real exchange 
rate movements, wage repression, or terms-of-trade effects, all of which are characteristic of 
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the recent major adjustments occurring in developing countries.  To capture such features, a 
nonlinear model with joint determination of prices and quantities must be used.  This type of 
model will be developed in Chapter 12. 
 
 
 
 
Exercise 10 
Input-Output and Social Accounting Matrix Multipliers in Morocco 
 
 We use, in this exercise (file 10SAM), a social accounting matrix (SAM) for Morocco in 
1980 given in Table 10E.1.  It includes 26 accounts: 11 productive sectors, 5 factors of 
production (3 labor categories, and 2 capital accounts), 6 households, 1 account for all the 
firms, the government, the rest of the world, and the capital account, that is, savings and 
investment.  For the following multiplier analysis, the first 23 accounts (production sectors, 
factors, households, and firms) are considered endogenous, while government, rest of the 
world, and capital accounts are held exogenous.  Note that, to reduce the size of the matrix, 
activities and commodities have been combined, hence the sum total is total supply, which 
includes domestic production and imports, while livestock has been aggregated with other 
agricultural production and trade with services.   

 
Table 10E.1 approximately here 

 

1.  Structure of the Economy 

 Give a rapid description of the main characteristics of the economy based on the analysis 
of the information contained in the SAM.  Include the following:  structure of domestic value 
added (agriculture, industry, and service shares, importance of mining), external trade 
(dependency ratios, trade deficit, and structure of exports and imports), factor use among the 
different sectors (labor and profit shares, and skilled versus unskilled labor).  Note that the 
labor share in agriculture is very small, because it includes only the wage labor.  Return to 
family labor is aggregated with return to the fixed factors, land, and capital.  To maintain the 
distributional characteristics of agricultural production, rural households are assimilated with 
farm size, and returns to the fixed factors in these agricultural sectors are directly attributable 
to the households.  Contrast the structure of production of the different farm sizes.  Analysis 
of the government should include an evaluation of its size (size of the administration sector, 
government budget as share of gross domestic product (GDP)), its deficit, and its structure of 
income and expenditures.   

2.  Input-Output Multipliers 

 You must first compute the matrix A of technical coefficients and the matrix  
(I – A).  Each coefficient aij of the matrix A is computed as the ratio of the corresponding cell 
of the SAM matrix to the column total.  These coefficients represent the direct impacts on 
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production and income of an increase in exogenous demand.  To compute the matrix (I – A), 
consider only the 23 endogenous accounts.  Fill in the space with the matrix –A.  Then go into 
each diagonal element and, with the editing key F2, add +1.   
 The input-output multipliers are obtained by inverting the block of (I – A) containing 
productive sectors only.  This is done by using /Data Matrix Inverse, highlighting the area of 
the matrix you want to invert, and indicating the output range.  The diagonal elements are the 
multipliers on the sector itself.  The off-diagonal elements are induced production.  The totals 
are the total production multipliers. 

Interpretation 

 Suppose that the exports of citrus and vegetable (Ag.exp.) increase by 1 million DH.  By 
how much does the sector’s production increase?  Which other sector will increase its 
production?  By how much will total production increase in the economy? 
 Which sector has the highest multiplier on itself?  The highest total multiplier?  
Comparing these two series of impacts, which has the highest linkage with the rest of the 
economy? 

3.  SAM Multipliers 

 Invert the block of (I – A), which contains all sectors, factors, households, and firms in 
the same manner.  The result is a matrix M of multipliers containing production effects in the 
rows corresponding to sectors and income effects in the rows corresponding to factors, 
households, and firms. 
 What is now the effect of an increase in the exports of citrus and vegetable by 1 million 
DH on its sectoral production, on the production of other sectors, on the income of the 
different households?  Why do urban households benefit from this?  Compare the total 
production multipliers (the sums of the production impacts only) with the input-output 
multipliers. 
 Which sectors have the highest total production multipliers?  Which sectors have the 
highest impact on income (sum of all household incomes)?  Compare the linkages with the 
rest of the economy (multiplier outside the production sector itself) with those obtained 
through the input-output analysis.   
 The columns corresponding to the households give the impact of an income transfer of 1 
million DH on the economy.  To which groups should this transfer be made to generate the 
highest production response?  Compare also the income multipliers.  If you originally gave 1 
million DH to the rural poor households, by how much would their income increase?  By how 
much would the other groups’ incomes increase?  Compare income effects across groups. 
 Explain these results by the socioeconomic relations that are embedded in the SAM.   

4.  Simulation of Policies 

 The simulation of the impact of a more general exogenous change, an increase in export 
or a transfer in more than one account, for example, is obtained by premultiplying the vector 
of the initial transfer by the matrix M of multipliers.  Each policy to be studied is therefore 
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characterized by a vector of initial shock F.  Its impact is measured by the resulting vector 
X: 
 
 X = M F. 

To perform this operation, enter the initial policy in a column vector F.  Zeros need to be 
explicitly entered, as the operation will not work with blank spaces in place of zeros.  
Compute the product with the sequence /Data Matrix Multiply.   
 Induced imports I resulting from the change in the production level can also be 
computed.  They are obtained by premultiplying the vector of resulting change in the 
endogenous accounts X (production and income) by the vector iof import coefficients 
computed in A above:    
 
 I = iX. 

This can be done with the same sequence, /Data Matrix Multiply.  Induced savings S = sX 
and government revenues G = gX can similarly be computed.   
 Perform the following policy experiments in Table 10E.2 and comment on the results. 

 
Table 10E.2 approximately here 

 
 Policy experiment A.  Consider a policy of cereal price support.  This can be represented 
as an income transfer to agricultural profits.  Consider a transfer of 100 million DH 
distributed among the three rural households proportionately to the profit they receive from 
cereal production.  What is the impact on production and income? 
 Policy experiment B.  Consider an increase of Moroccan exportsby 100 million 
DH.This increase in external demand is assumed to be distributed among all sectors in 
proportion to their initial exports.  What is the impact on production and income?  Given the 
induced import change, what is the net change in the balance of trade? 
 Policy experiments C and D.  Simulate income transfers of 100 million DH to urban poor 
households and to urban rich households.  Compare the differential impacts on growth and 
savings.   
 Policy experiment E.  Analyze an income redistribution of 100 million DH from the three 
richest groups (urban high- and medium-income and rural high-income) to the three poorer 
groups (urban low- and rural medium- and low-income households).  What is the impact of 
such a redistribution policy on growth and savings?  Comment on the implied short-run/long-
run trade-off.   
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Table 10.1.  Structure of a social accounting matrix 
 
 Expenditures 

 
Incomes 

1 
 

Activities 

2 
 

Commodities

3 
Factors  

Labor               Capital 

4 
Institutions 

Households         Firms        Government 

5 
Capital 
account 

6 
Rest of  
world 

7 
 

Total 

1 Activities  Domestic 
sales 

    Export 
subsidies 

 Exports Production 

2 Commodities Intermediate 
demand 

   Households 
consumption 

 Government 
consumption

Investment  Domestic 

demand 

3 Factors           

Labor 
 
 
Capital 

Wages 
 
 
Rent 

       Factor 
incomes 
from 
abroad 

Gross 
National 
Product at 
factor cost 

4 Institutions           

Households   Labor 
income 

Distributed 
profits 

Intrahousehold 
transfers 

Transfers Transfers  Transfers 
 

Households 
income 

Firms    Nondistributed
profits 

Transfers  Transfers  from 
 

Firms 
income 

Government Value-added 
taxes 

Tariffs  
Ind. taxes 

Taxes 
Social sec. 

Taxes on 
profits 

Direct taxes Taxes   abroad Government
income 

5 Capital account

 

    Households 
savings 

Firms  
savings 

Government 
savings 

 Capital 
transfers 

Total savings

6 Rest of world  Imports Factor 
payments 

  Current 
transfers 
abroad 

   Imports 

7 Total Production  Domestic 
supply 
 

       Factor outlay 
 

Households 
expenditures 

Firms 
expenditures 

Government 
expenditures

Total 
investment 

Foreign 
exchange 
earnings 

 

 



Table 10.2.  Social accounting matrix, Ecuador, 1980 
 

  A  c  t  i  v  i  t  i  e  s C  o  m  m  o  d  i  t  i  e  s F  a  c  t  o  r  s 
  Ag. Other  Ind. Prod. Util. Trade- Govt. Total Ag. Other Ind. Prod. Util. Trade- Govt. Total
  exports ag. Oil consom. goods trnsp. services services activ. exports ag. Oil consom. goods trnsp. services services commod.Skilled Unskilled
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 c 17 18 

Current accounts   
1 Ag. exports   7,719  7,719
2 Other ag.   27,489  27,489
3 Oil   779 779
4 Ind. cons. goods    67,21 67,213
5 Prod. goods    45,727 45,727
6 Util. cnstr. trnsp    77,023 77,023
7 Trade-services   5,545 7,612 1,682 12,62 30,719 67,369 125,551
8 Govt. services    43,081 43,081

a Total activities  13,264 35,101 2,461 79,83 76,446 77,023 67,369 43,081 394,582
9 Ag. exports 18  26 8,174 2,292 80 148 46 10,784  

10 Other ag.  758 18,246 139 1,278 416 20,837  
11 Oil 177 52 176 307 1,322 3,410 149 322 5,915  
12 Ind. cons. 128 1,336 48 15,207 636 55 3,082 933 21,425  
13 Prod. goods 1,392 1,846 2,825 4,552 23,022 21,245 8,860 9,519 73,261  
14 Util. cnstr. trnsp 152 245 1,725 1,355 1,443 2,943 12,125 3,315 23,303  
15 Trade-services 359 240 626 782 653 7,078 19,859 1,940 31,537  
16 Govt. services    
c Total commodities 2,226 4,477 5,426 48,623 29,507 34,811 45,501 16,491 187,062  
17 Skilled 95 259 1,295 1,934 2,067 6,448 18,600 21,343 52,041  
18 Unskilled 124 197 443 7,429 5,829 23,711 32,872 5,149 75,754  
19 Ag. labor 2,559 12,670 6 214 146 27 300 98 16,020  

l Total labor 2,778 13,126 1,744 9,577 8,042 30,186 51,772 26,590 143,815  
20 Corporate capital 453 1,316 2,112 7,086 5,384 4,382 4,421 25,154  
21 Urb. low educ. 1,478 423 7,204 1,070 5,585 8,491 24,251  6,275 31,578
22 Urb. med. educ. 148 269 2,493 1,076 2,224 6,044 12,254  16,537 18,188
23 Urb. high educ. 214 101 157 165 657 3,624 4,918  25,249 1,802
24 Rural non ag. 1,719 40 1,405 275 1,319 3,460 8,218  1,870 7,641
25 Small farms 1,674 1,495 1,980 437 1,287 2,737 9,610  1,294 13,522
26 Medium farms 1,337 2,508 363 73 289 900 5,470  297 1,848
27 Large farms 2,166 3,884 241 56 554 1,213 8,114  519 1,175

h Total households 8,736 8,720 13,843 3,152 11,915 26,469 72,835  52,041 75,754
28 Firms    
29 Income tax    
30 Value-added 263 179 31,830 3,215 1,501 845 1,680 39,513  
31 Import tariff   3 -606 88 1,477 11,062 12,024
32 Government    
33 Rest of world   10 2,485 5,805 3,794 51,418 3,128 7,887 74,527

Capital accounts  
34 Government    
35 Total private    

t Total 14,456 27,818 41,112 82,344 47,586 82,139 129,843 43,081 468,379 13,277 36,980 8,355 85,10 138,926 80,151 75,256 43,081 481,133 52,041 75,754

 



Table 10.2.  Social accounting matrix, Ecuador, 1980 (cont.) 
 

F  a  c  t  o  r  s I  n  s  t  i  t  u  t  i  o  n  s   
  Ag. Total  Urban Urban Urban Rural Small Medium Large Total  Income Indir. Import  Rest of Govt. Private  
  labor labor Capital low ed. med. ed. high ed. nonag. farms farms farms hholds Firms tax tax tariff Govt. world invest. invest. Total 
  19 l 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 h 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 t 

Current accounts 
1Ag. exports 6,737 14,456
2Other ag. 329 27,818
3Oil 40,333 41,112
4Ind. cons. goods 15,131 82,344
5Prod. goods 1,859 47,586
6Util. cnstr. trnsp 5,116 82,139
7Trade-services 4,292 129,843
8Govt. services 43,081

a Total activities 73,797 468,379
9Ag. exports 812 433 203 159 307 110 119 2,143 350 13,277

10Other ag. 4,570 2,404 1,153 1,007 3,736 1,153 1,075 15,098 1,045 36,980
11Oil 529 295 165 123 195 51 49 1,407 1,033 8,355
12Ind. cons. goods 20,413 12,282 6,323 4,895 11,584 3,639 3,253 62,389 1,294 85,108
13Prod. goods 8,957 6,943 4,490 3,074 4,780 1,487 1,678 31,409 2,778 31,478 138,926
14Util. cnstr. trnsp 5,358 4,190 3,019 1,708 2,405 591 925 18,196 15,868 22,784 80,151
15Trade-services 13,101 10,692 7,006 3,770 5,947 1,555 1,647 43,718 75,256
16Govt. services 141 129 101 37 62 19 30 519 42,562 43,081

c Total commodities 53,881 37,368 22,460 14,773 29,016 8,605 8,776 174,879 42,562 18,646 57,984 481,133
17Skilled 52,041
18Unskilled 75,754
19Ag. labor 16,020

l Total labor 143,815
20Corporate capital 25,154
21Urb. low educ. 968 38,821 1,041 1,151 918 6 12 4 9 3,141 2,000 2,666 33 70,912
22Urb. med. edu  c. 16 8 99 20 5 8 3 2 63 20 22 01291 35,0 9 6 1,0 9 5 3,0 6 2,2 2,9 55,5
23Urb. high educ. 130 27,181 774 921 736 1 1 1 2,434 2,213 1,875 10 38,631
24Rural non ag. 612 10,123 148 246 79 156 629 156 125 19,251
25Small farms 7,652 22,468 333 554 182 349 1,418 35 437 33,968
26Medium farms 3,417 5,562 60 102 32 63 257 18 18 11,325
27Large farms 2,950 4,644 39 64 21 40 164 114 58 13,094

h Total households 16,020 143,815 2,801 3,171 2,574 592 987 321 623 11,069 6,799 8,099 65 242,682
28Firms 25,154 1,561 1,788 1,819 422 560 327 497 6,974 6,373 26 2,088 40,615
29Income tax 2,389 4,041 4,213 444 372 42 29 11,530 5,329 16,859
30Value-added tax 39,513
31Import tariff 12,024
32Government 16,859 39,513 12,024 931 69,327
33Rest of world 776 776 7,975 8,026 91,304

Capital accounts 
34Government 10,614 14,423 25,037
35Total private 10,280 9,133 6,789 3,020 3,033 2,030 3,169 37,454 14,139 6,391 57,984

t Total 16,020 143,815 25,154 70,912 55,501 38,631 19,251 33,968 11,325 13,094 242,682 40,615 16,859 39,513 12,024 69,327 91,304 25,037 57,984

Source: de Janvry, Sadoulet, and Fargeix, 1991. 



Table 10.3.  Social accounting matrix distinguishing between agriculture and nonagriculture 
 
 Expenditures 

       Institutions      

 Activities/ Factors Households/ Govern- Capital Rest of   
 commodities Labor Capital firms ment account world  
Incomes A N A N A N A N  A N A N Total 

Activities/Commodities              

A Xaa Xan     C X Y
C X Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

aa Can Cag Iaa  ar  1 
N Xna Xnn     na Cnn Cng Ina Inn  nr 2 

Factors               

  Labor               
A VLaa VLan            3 
N VLna VLnn            4 

  Capital               
A VKaa VKan            5 
N VKna VKnn            6 

Institutions               

  Households/fi               
A   L Y

L R Y
K Y

S S
S Y

K S
X K Y

aa Lna Kaa Kan TRaa TRan TRag   TRar  7 
N   na Lnn Kna Knn TRna TRnn TRng    T nr 8 

  Government TIga TIgn    gn TDga TDgn TRgg     9 

Capital account              

A       aa Sna Sag   ar  Y10 
N       na Snn Sng     11 

Rest of world               

A Xra    ra  TRra   Ira   rn Y12 
N  rn    rn  TRrn TRrg  Irn   13 

Total Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13  

Source:  Morrisson and Thorbecke, 1990. 

 



Table 10.4.  Social accounting matrix distinguishing between agriculture and nonagriculture, Ecuador, 1980 
 

Activities Commodities Labor Capital Households Firms Capital account Rest of world

 Ag. Nonag. Ag. Nonag. Ag. Nonag. Ag. Nonag. Rural Urban Ag. Nonag. Govt Ag. Nonag. Ag. Nonag. Total

Activities 
Agriculture 35,208 7,066 42,274

Nonagriculture 13,157 346,217 66,731 426,105

Commodities 
Agriculture 776 30,845 7,666 9,575 1,395 50,257

Nonagriculture 5,927 149,514 53,504 104,134 42,562 6,038 69,197 430,876

Labor 
Agriculture 15,229 791 16,020

Nonagriculture 675 127,120 127,795

Capital 
Agriculture 19,225 19,225

Nonagriculture 78,764 78,764

Households 
Rural 14,631 28,166 15,146 16,589 2,468 638 77,638

Urban 1,389 99,629 2,633 38,790 55 8546 6,476 7,461 65 165,044

Firms 
Agriculture 1,446 1,446

Nonagriculture 23,385 1,806 5,168 26 2,088 32,473

Government 442 39,071 –603 12,627 887 10,643 5,329 68,396 931 137,723

Capital Account 
Agriculture 8,168 1,446 1,329 1,061 12,004

Nonagriculture 3,084 26,202 11,364 9,553 18,994 69,197

Rest of world 
Agriculture 2,495 4,571 7,066

Nonagriculture 72,032 776 7,975 8,026 88,809

Total 42,274 426,105 50,257 430,876 16,020 127,795 19,225 78,764 77,638 165,044 1,446 32,473 137,723 12,004 69,197 7,066 88,809

Source:  Calculated on the basis of data in Table 10.2 
Note:  Figures are in million sucres. 
 
 



Table 10.5.  The input-output model 
 
 

 Sectors (j) 
 1  L  n Final demand Total demand 
  
Sectors (i) 1 p1X11  L  p1X1n p1F1 p1X1 

   M   M  M  M   M 
 n pnXn1  L  pnXnn pnFn pnXn 
 
Value added 
 Labor (k) 1 w1L11 w1L1n 

   M   M  M 
 s wsLs1 wsLsn 

 Other  1 n 
 
Taxes  T1 Tn 
 
Total supply  p1X1 pnXn 
 

p  Unit price of sector i's output, i = 1, . . . n. i
Xij Output of sector i sold to sector j as intermediate input, i, j = 1, . . . n. 
Fi Final demand for sector i's output, i = 1, . . . n. 
Xi Total supply of sector i, i = 1, . . . n. 
wk Unit price of labor k, k = 1, . . . s. 
Lkj Amount of labor k used in sector j, k = 1, . . . s; j = 1, . . . n. 
j Profit in sector j, j = 1, . . . n. 
Tj Indirect taxes, including tariffs, paid by sector j, j = 1, . . . n. 
 

 



Table 10.6.  Input-output and social accounting matrix multipliers, Ecuador, 1980  
(selected columns) 

 
 
 

 
SAM multipliers 

 
Input-output multipliers 

   
Ag. 

  
Production 

 
Govt 

 
Urban

 
Small 

 
Ag. 

  
Production

 
Govt. 

  exports Oil goods services high ed. farms exports Oil goods services
  

 
1 3 5 16 23 25 1 3 5 16 

 
1 

 
Ag. exports 

 
1.05 

 
.01 

 
.06 

 
.04 

 
.04 

 
.06 

 
1.00 

 
.00 

 
.04 

 
.01 

2 Other ag. .20 .02 .11 .16 .14 .27 .00 .00 .01 .01 
3 Oil .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 
4 Cons. goods .52 .07 .30 .43 .41 .67 .01 .00 .02 .03 
5 Prod. goods .20 .05 1.29 .24 .15 .20 .04 .03 1.20 .10 
6 Util. cnstr. transp .24 .08 .19 .29 .23 .27 .02 .05 .06 .09 
7 Trade, services .78 .14 .64 .77 .69 .90 .07 .05 .23 .15 
8 Govt. services .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 
9 Ag. exports .08 .01 .10 .07 .06 .10 .00 .00 .06 .01 

10 Other ag. .27 .03 .15 .22 .19 .36 .00 .00 .01 .02 
11 Oil .04 .01 .05 .04 .03 .03 .01 .01 .04 .01 
12 Cons. goods .65 .08 .38 .55 .52 .85 .01 .00 .03 .03 
13 Prod. goods .61 .16 .89 .72 .46 .60 .13 .10 .62 .31 
14 Util. cnstr. transp .25 .08 .20 .30 .24 .28 .02 .05 .06 .10 
15 Trade, services .50 .09 .34 .50 .49 .58 .04 .03 .06 .08 
16 Govt. services .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 
17 Skilled .16 .06 .17 .65 .14 .18     
18 Unskilled .35 .08 .40 .47 .30 .39     
19 Ag. labor .28 .01 .07 .09 .07 .14     
20 Corporate capital .15 .07 .21 .11 .10 .14     
21 Urb. low educ. .43 .07 .34 .43 .30 .37     
22 Urb. med. educ. .24 .06 .26 .42 .22 .26     
23 Urb. high educ. .15 .05 .15 .39 1.14 .15     
24 Rural non ag. .22 .02 .09 .12 .08 .11     
25 Small farms .39 .03 .16 .20 .14 1.23     
26 Medium farms .20 .01 .05 .06 .05 .08     
27 Large farms .26 .01 .06 .07 .06 .10     
28 Firms .24 .10 .29 .20 .20 .23     

           
Total activities 2.98 1.37 2.61 2.94 1.66 2.37 1.15 1.14 1.56 1.39 
Total commodities 2.40 .47 2.12 3.40 1.99 2.81 .22 .19 .87 1.56 
Total labor .79 .16 .65 1.21 .51 .71 .24 .09 .33 .74 
Total household 
income 
 

 
1.89 

 
.25 

 
1.11 

 
1.69 

 
1.97 

 
2.30 

 
.63 

 
.02 

. 
16 

 
.06 

Source:  Calculated on the basis of data in Table 10.2. 



Table 10.7.  Policy simulations with SAM multipliers, Ecuador, 1980 
 

  
 

1980 
value 

 
Experiment 1 

10,000 increase of  
exports 

 
Experiment 2 

10,000 transfer to ag. 
exports value-added 

 
Experiment 3 

10,000 redistribution 
from rich to poor 

   Shock Change Shock Change Shock Change 
     (%) 

 
  (%)   (%) 

  
1 Ag. exports 

 
14,456 

 
913 

 
1,283 

 
8.9 

  
484 

 
3.4 

  
113 

 
0.8 

2 Other ag. 27,818 45 1,334 4.8  2,130 7.7  589 2.1 

3 Oil 41,112 5,465 5,489 13.4  28 0.1  5 0.0 

4 Cons. goods 82,344 2,050 4,771 5.8  5,527 6.7  1,358 1.6 

5 Prod. goods 47,586 252 1,445 3.0  1,731 3.6  238 0.5 

6 Util. cnstr. trnsp. 82,139 693 2,215 2.7  2,407 2.9  241 0.3 

7 Trade–services 129,843 582 5,002 3.9  7,724 5.9  1,109 0.9 

8 Govt. services 43,081  19 0.0  43 0.1  –2 0.0 

9 Ag. exports 13,277  636 4.8  833 6.3  195 1.5 

10 Other ag. 36,980  1,734 4.7  2,865 7.7  793 2.1 

11 Oil 8,355  249 3.0  305 3.6  54 0.6 

12 Cons. goods 85,108  3,446 4.0  6,998 8.2  1,720 2.0 

13 Product. goods 138,926  3,626 2.6  5,258 3.8  723 0.5 

14 Util. cnstr. trnsp. 80,151  1,583 2.0  2,505 3.1  251 0.3 

15 Trade-services 75,255  2,720 3.6  5,053 6.7  490 0.7 

16 Govt. services 43,081  19 0.0  43 0.1  –2 0.0 

17 Skilled 52,041  1,268 2.4  1,545 3.0  225 0.4 

18 Unskilled 75,754  2,595 3.4  3,385 4.5  507 0.7 

19 Ag. labor 16,020  865 5.4  1,094 6.8  295 1.8 

20 Corpor. capital 25,154  1,248 5.0 493 1,673 6.7  226 0.9 

21 Urb. low educ. 70,912  2,553 3.6 1,608 4,841 6.8 5,235 5,628 7.9 

22 Urb. med. educ. 55,501  1,732 3.1 161 2,447 4.4 –5,176 –4,962 –8.9 

23 Urb. high educ. 38,631  1,053 2.7 233 1,608 4.2 –3,603 –3,520 –9.1 

24 Rural non ag. 19,251  789 4.1 1,871 2,830 14.7 1,421 1,592 8.3 

25 Small farms 33,968  1,462 4.3 1,822 3,737 11.0 2,508 2,915 8.6 

26 Medium farms 11,325  572 5.1 1,455 2,148 19.0 836 1,003 8.9 

27 Large farms 13,094  680 5.2 2,357 3,137 24.0 –1,221 –1,033 –7.9 

28 Firms 
 

40,615  1,771 4.4  2,656 6.5  115 0.3 

 
Ag. production 

 
42,274 

 
957 

 
2,616 

 
6.2 

  
2,615 

 
6.2 

  
703 

 
1.7 

Nonag. production 426,105 9,043 18,940 4.4  17,459 4.1  2,949 0.7 

           

Urban income 165,044  5,338 3.2 2,002 8,896 5.4 –3,544 –2,855 –1.7 

Rural income 77,638  3,504 4.5 7,505 11,853 15.3 3,544 4,477 5.8 

           

Govt. revenues 68,396 4,351 5,521 8.1 165 1,922 2.8 –533 –308 –0.5 

Savings 51,593  1,978 3.8 1,588 4,234 8.2 –425 –140 –0.3 

Imports 
 

83,279  2,501 3.0 5 3,844 4.6 –72 448 0.5 

Source:  Calculated on the basis of data in Table 10.2. 
Note:  Figures are in million sucres, unless otherwise indicated 



Table 10.8.  Transmission of influence in a village: SAM approach with supply-constrained 
agriculture 
 
 

   Experiments   
 1 2 3 4 5 
 (Rs) (Rs) (Rs) (%) (%) 
 
 
Activity outputs 
 Rainfed agriculture 1,744 0 –15,248 –10 –10 
 Irrigated agriculture 877 0 31,706 –10 –10 
 Livestock 1,088 690 1,210 –6.7 –3.5 
 Agricultural services 93 46 319 –7.8 –5.7 
 Village production 300 244 283 –6.2 –7.5 
 Trade 1,953 1,599 1,767 –5.0 –6.5 
 
Factor incomes 
 Hired male 271 153 914 –3.0 –2.0 
 Hired female 158 0 1,199 –7.9 –3.6 
 Farm servants 121 45 671 –4.1 –1.4 
 
Household income 
 Landless 461 240 1,213 –5.2 –3.9 
 Small farmers 333 120 562 –6.7 –6.6 
 Medium farmers 576 231 855 –5.6 –6.8 
 Large farmers 12,156 10,781 8,896 –7.6 –11.7 
 

Source:  Subramanian and Sadoulet, 1990. 
Note: Column 1:  transfer of Rs 10,000 to large farmers, agriculture endogenous.   
 Column 2:  transfer of Rs 10,000 to large farmers, agriculture exogenous.   
 Column 3:  irrigation, with benefits only to large farmers.   
 Column 4:  10% shock on agriculture with preharvest costs declining proportionately. 
 Column 5:  10% shock on agriculture with full preharvest costs committed. 
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Table 10E.1.  Input-output and social accounting matrix multipliers in Morocco, 1980:  Data

(in million 1980 dirhams)
Other Refined Mills, Textiles, Cons. Prod. Constr., Ag.

Cereals Ag. exp. ag. Phosph. oil bakery leather goods goods services Admin. workers
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Cereals 808   898   2600   613   81   24   
2 Ag. exp. 77   65   310   7   2   
3 Other ag. 15   568   34   190   2   3822   33   76   23   
4 Phosphates 24   627   72   
5 Refined oil 120   173   164   226   572   151   5   211   1034   1643   488   
6 Mills, bakery 144   1217   101   1   333   26   
7 Textiles, leathe 1   0   2   9   1   1   486   6   2   19   76   
8 Cons. goods 26   14   477   37   13   128   1526   4594   262   1924   311   
9 Prod. goods 412   390   103   415   256   146   164   1465   6558   6694   2591   

10 Const., services 1258   1863   1153   493   803   362   1606   3629   4739   8263   1671   
11 Administration 355   
12 Ag. workers 592   494   413   
13 Nonag. skilled 176   33   95   53   383   783   1417   3194   
14 Nonag. unskille 273   91   271   319   942   1024   6330   5576   
15 Informal capita 859   913   1443   945   10294   
16 Formal capital 1786   148   253   89   1270   2265   6282   -50   
17 Rural low incom1006   292   3334   1083   
18 Rural medium i 1791   644   1394   417   
19 Rural high inco 1198   1838   589   
20 Urban low inco
21 Urban medium 
22 Urban high inco
23 Firms 20   16   14   248   43   77   34   244   402   1275   366   
24 Government 880   43   347   664   1291   -1096   84   2447   3960   1991   -298   
25 Rest of world 1352   54   503   26   3916   638   32   2694   9243   1418   
26 Capital account

Total 9476   5897   10103   4411   7166   5955   5313   24176   31876   48472   13998   1499   

Matrix of coefficient

Other Refined Mills, Textiles, Cons. Prod. Constr., Ag.
Cereals Ag. exp. ag. Phosph. oil bakery leather goods goods services Admin. workers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Cereals

Matrix of coefficient (I-A)

Other Refined Mills, Textiles, Cons. Prod. Constr., Ag.
Cereals Ag. exp. ag. Phosph. oil bakery leather goods goods services Admin. workers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Cereals

Production multipliers:  Leontief inverse matrix

Other Refined Mills, Textiles, Cons. Prod. Constr.,
Cereals Ag. exp. ag. Phosph. oil bakery leather goods goods services Admin.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 Cereals

SAM multipliers  M  
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Nonag. Nonag. Informal Formal Rural Rural Rural Urban Urban Urban Rest of Capital
skilled unskilled capital capital low inc. med. inc. high inc. low inc. med. inc. high inc. Firms Govt. world account Total

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

1316   721   300   1680   345   33   114   -57   9476  
720   395   192   1858   581   84   1606   5897  
551   302   117   1615   663   105   193   1794   10103  

3613   74   4411  
22   72   72   941   810   220   474   -230   7166  

519   566   376   1784   677   84   59   69   5955  
458   422   237   1562   666   171   1176   19   5313  

1399   1213   747   5838   2559   656   2217   236   24176  
441   433   305   2439   1151   289   1448   6175   31876  
892   813   584   4914   2585   710   2283   9853   48472  

33   17   3   13589   13998  
1499  
6134  

14825  
14455  
12043  

50   1085   231   420   7501  
601   66   1260   6172  

97   33   420   4174  
14775   5292   2552   371   1896   24886  

4698   8897   699   82   474   14849  
1437   266   1000   714   41   3457  

11043   900   0   50   544   15275  
75   62   220   249   1263   277   2408   76   14941  

286   1115   2481   23757  
1107   1173   1024   1973   2631   540   6005   -2003   5484   17933  

6134   14825   14455   12043   7501   6172   4174   24886   14850   3457   15275 14941 23757 17933 

Nonag. Nonag. Informal Formal Rural Rural Rural Urban Urban Urban Rest of Capital
skilled unskilled capital capital low inc. med. inc. high inc. low inc. med. inc. high inc. Firms Govt. world account

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Nonag. Nonag. Informal Formal Rural Rural Rural Urban Urban Urban
skilled unskilled capital capital low inc. med. inc. high inc. low inc. med. inc. high inc. Firms

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
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Table 10E.2.  Input-output and social accounting matrix multipliers in Morocco:  Policy simulations

Base Simulation A Simulation B Simulation C Simulation D Simulation E
values Shock Impact Change Shock Impact Change Shock Impact Change Shock Impact Change Shock Impact Change

 X ∆F ∆X ∆X/X ∆F ∆X ∆X/X ∆F ∆X ∆X/X ∆F ∆X ∆X/X ∆F ∆X ∆X/X
(million DH (million DH) (%) (million DH) (%) (million DH) (%) (million DH) (%) (million DH) (%)

1 Cereals
2 Ag. exp.
3 Other ag.
4 Phosphates
5 Refined oil
6 Mills, bakery
7 Textiles, leather
8 Cons. goods
9 Prod. goods

10 Const., services
11 Administration
12 Ag. workers
13 Nonag. skilled
14 Nonag. unskilled
15 Informal capital
16 Formal capital
17 Rural low income
18 Rural medium inc.
19 Rural high income
20 Urban low income
21 Urban medium inc.
22 Urban high income
23 Firms

Total production
Household income

Government income ∆G
Imports ∆I
Savings ∆S

Policy definitions:
A- Cereal price support of 100 million DH
B- Exports increase by 100 million DH
C- Income transfer of 100 million DH to urban poor households
D- Income transfer of 100 million DH to urban rich households
E- Income redistribution of 100 million DH  
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